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In the originally published version of this article, Figure 2B was unfortunately a duplicate of Figure 2A. The correct
Figure 2 appears below. The authors regret the error.Figure 2. Comparison between OR Values
(A) OR values with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI) of the combination types under the genotypic model.
(B) The comparison of the OR values with a 95% confidence interval (95% CI) between the combination type ‘‘TT/GG’’ and the
genotypic models of single variants.
ADD, additive model, rs7025417_TT/TC/CC, rs11685424_GG/GA/AA; DOM, dominant model, rs7025417_TTþTC/CC,
rs11685424_GGþGA/AA; REC, recessive model, rs7025417_TT/TCþCC, rs11685424_GG/GAþAA.*Correspondence: qkwang@mail.hust.edu.cn (Q.K.W.), nathancx@mail.hust.edu.cn (X.C.)
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